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Abstract. The mixture unified gradient theory of elasticity is invoked for the rigorous 

analysis of the dynamic characteristics of elastic nanobeams. A consistent variational 

framework is established and the boundary-value problem of dynamic equilibrium 

enriched with proper form of the extra non-standard boundary conditions is detected. 

As a well-established privilege of the stationary variational theorems, the constitutive 

laws of the resultant fields cast as differential relations. The wave dispersion response 

of elastic nano-sized beams is analytically addressed and the closed form solution of 

the phase velocity is determined. The free vibrations of the mixture unified gradient 

elastic beam is, furthermore, analytically studied. The dynamic characteristics of 

elastic nanobeams is numerically evaluated, graphically illustrated, and commented 

upon. The efficacy of the established augmented elasticity theory in realizing the 

softening and stiffening responses of nano-sized beams is evinced. New numerical 

benchmark is detected for dynamic analysis of elastic nanobeams. The established 

mixture unified gradient elasticity model provides a practical approach to tackle 

dynamics of nano-structures in pioneering MEMS/NEMS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Micro-/nano-sensors are one of the representative elements of micro-/nano-

electromechanical systems (MEMS/NEMS) that found a variety of applications in pioneering 

engineering systems [1, 2]. Structural analysis of vibrating modules of MEMS/NEMS is a 

challenging issue that stimulated a great deal of interest [3-15].  

In view of inadequacy of the classical elasticity theory in appropriate prediction of the 

peculiar behavior of nano-scale structures, several augmented elasticity theories are 

introduced in literature. The constitutive model associated with the augmented elasticity 

theory is, accordingly, enriched via incorporation of the gradient effects or of the 

nonlocality. Within the framework of the strain gradient theory, the material response is 

assumed to be a function of the classical kinematics along with the gradients of various 

order [16]. The strain gradient theory can efficiently predict the smaller-is-stiffer phenomenon 

at the ultra-small scale [17-21]. Alternatively, the material response can be considered to 

depend on the classical kinetic variables together with the gradients of various order which 

yields the stress gradient theory [22, 23]. The long-range interactions can be modeled within 

the context of the nonlocal elasticity theory wherein the constitutive model is modified 

employing the nonlocal kernel function [24]. The smaller-is-softer phenomenon is, therefore, 

realized via implementation of the nonlocal elasticity model. As the nonlocality concept is a 

topic of major interest in the size-dependent mechanics [25-35], severe concern exists in its 

application to nano-scale continua with finite domain [36]. 

Either the strain gradient theory of elasticity or the nonlocal elasticity model can 

solely predict the stiffening or the softening material behavior, and therefore, they cannot 

cover the wide spectrum of material characteristics at the ultra-small scale. To overcome 

this deficiency, dissimilar size-dependent elasticity models are integrated to introduce 

novel augmented theories, such as the nonlocal strain gradient model [37, 38], the 

nonlocal modified gradient theory [39, 40], the higher-order nonlocal gradient theory [41-

43], the nonlocal surface elasticity [44-46], and the mixture stress gradient theory [47]. 

Utilization of the integrated size-dependent elasticity models for nanoscopic study of the 

field quantities, accordingly, received increasing interest in recent literature [48-51]. 

The present study provides significant insight and critical analysis of the dynamic 

characteristics of nano-scaled structures and offers necessary guidance for the reliable 

assessment of the dynamic response of nano-components in advanced MEMS/NEMS. The 

mixture unified gradient theory of elasticity, as a proficient alternative to the two-phase 

local/nonlocal gradient theory, is invoked to properly realize the size-effects. Both the 

softening and the stiffening material behaviors can be effectively captured in view of 

consistent unification of the stress gradient, the strain gradient, and the classical elasticity 

theory. The wave dispersion response of the flexural waves along with the free vibrations of 

nano-sized elastic beams is rigorously examined. The dynamic characteristics of mixture 

unified gradient elastic nanobeams are analytically addressed and numerically demonstrated.  

The paper proceeds as follows; a stationary variational framework is conceived in 

Section 2 to suitably integrate all the governing equations into a single functional. The 

corresponding boundary-value problem of dynamic equilibrium is determined and 

equipped with suitable extra non-standard boundary conditions. Nanoscopic analysis of 

the flexural wave dispersion is performed in Section 3 wherein the analytical solution of 

the phase velocity is derived. Section 3 is, furthermore, enriched with numerical 

illustrations of the wave dispersion features in an elastic nanobeam. The free vibrations of 
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nano-sized beams, associated with the framework of the mixture unified gradient theory 

of elasticity, is addressed in Section 4. Fundamental frequencies of elastic nano-scaled 

beams are analytically determined, numerically illustrated and commented upon. Section 

5 summarizes the paper and draws the conclusion. 

2. MIXTURE UNIFIED GRADIENT ELASTIC BEAMS 

To establish the elasticity framework of the mixture unified gradient theory, an elastic 

homogenous beam of symmetric cross-section is considered. In the undeformed state, the 

beam is referred to orthogonal Cartesian co-ordinates (x,y,z) with the x axis coinciding 

with the beam longitudinal axis and the y and z axes, respectively, coinciding with the 

width and the thickness directions. The beam is constrained at the ends x=0 and x=L 

impeding any rigid-body motion. The beam is subjected to a generalized transversal load 

per unit length f where the inertia force is assumed to be incorporated as the body force. 

The shear and warping effects are overlooked, and accordingly, the kinematics of the 

beam in accordance with the classical beam theory is taken in the form 

 1 2 3( , ),           0,           ( , )xu z w x t u u w x t= −  = =  (1) 

where
1 2 3, ,u u u denote the components of the displacement field at a generic point of the 

beam along with w designating the transverse displacement of the beam centroid at time 

t. The strain state of the beam, consequent to the assumed kinematics, can be written as 

 ( , ) ( , )xxz w x t z x t = −  = −  (2) 

with xxw =  denoting the curvature of the beam centroidal axis. The variational 

functionalA consistent with the mixture unified gradient theory of elasticity is introduced as 
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where the flexural stiffness IE is defined by the second moment of the elastic area, 

weighted with the scalar field of the elastic modulus E, about the flexural axis. The 

resultant moments M0 and M1 are, correspondingly, defined as the dual fields of the 

curvature  and of its first-order derivative along the beam axis x. As the mixture 

parameter is denoted by , the stress gradient characteristic length c and the strain 

gradient length-scale parameter s are introduced to address the significance of the 

corresponding gradient elasticity theory. 

Within the context of the stationary variational formulation, the kinetic field variables 

are also treated as independent variables along with the kinematic field variables; all the 

field variables are, therefore, considered to be subject to variation [52]. Assuming the 
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virtual kinetic test fields to have compact support on the domain, the first variation of the 

functionalA , following the integration by parts, reads 
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where the extra gradient-induced boundary terms are released in consideration of the 

virtual kinetic test fields having compact support on the domain [53]. Prescribing the 

stationarity of the functional 0 =A , the differential and boundary conditions of dynamic 

equilibrium for the elastic nano-sized beam consistent with the mixture unified gradient 

theory cast in the form 
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where the curvature field is considered to have arbitrary variations at the beam ends. 

Noteworthily, the dynamic form of the differential condition of equilibrium is developed 

by application of the d’Alembert principle. The cross-sectional mass A is defined by the 

cross-sectional area weighted with the scalar field of the material density . Likewise, the 

rotatory inertia I is introduced as the second moment of area, weighted with the scalar 

field of the material density , about the flexural axis. 

To further simplify the boundary-value problem of dynamic equilibrium, the concept 

of the total flexural moment is utilized within the framework of the gradient elasticity 

theory, and is introduced as  

 0 1( , ) ( , ) ( , )xM x t M x t M x t= −  (6) 

The boundary-value problem of the dynamic equilibrium of the mixture unified 

gradient elastic beam is, therefore, modified as  
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As a distinguished privilege of implementing the stationary variational principle, the 

constitutive model of the associated elasticity theory is, furthermore, detected. The 

constitutive laws of the resultant fields consistent with the framework of the mixture unified 

gradient theory, accordingly, are cast as the subsequent ordinary differential relations 
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where the constitutive laws of the flexural resultants M0, M1 are directly determined in 

view of the stationarity of the functional 0 =A , and the constitutive relation of the 

flexural moment M is detected utilizing its definition as Eq. (6).  

The noticeable advantage of the established stationary variational framework is to 

integrate all the governing equations, i.e. the differential condition of dynamic equilibrium, the 

classical and the extra non-standard boundary conditions along with the constitutive 

differential relations of the resultant fields, into the functionalA . The constitutive laws of the 

resultant fields are of higher-order compared with the classical elasticity model, and therefore, 

to close the associated boundary-value problem of dynamic equilibrium on finite domains, 

extra non-standard boundary conditions should be imposed. Realizing the proper mathematical 

form of the non-standard flexural resultants is of supreme importance [54]; otherwise, it 

yields superfluous inference vis-à-vis the size-dependent response of ultra-small structures 

[21, 55]. The explicit constitutive relation of the resultant moment M1 associated with the 

mixture unified gradient theory, subsequent to some straightforward mathematics, can be 

cast in the form 
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Several types of the gradient elasticity theory are, noticeably, retrieved as special 

cases of the established mixture unified gradient theory under ad hoc assumptions on the 

gradient characteristic lengths. The classical elasticity model is obtained via either setting 

the gradient characteristic lengths to zero or via letting the mixture parameter approach 

unity in the absence of the strain gradient length-scale parameter. As the vanishing of the 

mixture parameter yields the unified gradient elasticity theory, the strain gradient and the 

stress gradient theory can be, likewise, retrieved via setting the pertinent gradient length-

scale parameter to zero. Moreover, the mixture stress gradient theory can be recovered 

via vanishing the strain gradient length-scale parameter. 

The peculiar size-dependent dynamic behavior of nano-scale beams can be competently 

captured within the framework of the mixture unified gradient theory as evinced via rigorous 

examination of the wave dispersion and the free vibrations of elastic inflected nanobeams. 
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3. WAVE DISPERSION CHARACTERISTICS 

The size-dependent physical characteristics of nano-structures can be effectively 

realized by the analysis of the wave dispersion. Examination of dispersive waves can be, 

furthermore, exploited for inverse determination of the gradient characteristic parameters 

applying the inverse theory approach [56, 57].  

To examine the flexural waves dispersing in the elastic nanobeam, the differential 

condition of dynamic equilibrium should be expressed in terms of the transverse displacement 

of the beam. The total flexural moment is, accordingly, obtained by imposing the dynamic 

equilibrium condition Eq. (7)1 to the constitutive law of the flexural moment Eq. (8)3, namely, 
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where the transverse body force is overlooked in the dynamic analysis of nano-sized 

beams. The governing equation on the dynamic response of the mixture unified gradient 

elastic beam is achieved via utilizing the detected result for the flexural moment in the 

differential condition of dynamic equilibrium as 
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For the harmonic wave dispersion in infinitely extended homogeneous structures, 

vanishing the boundary conditions is tacitly fulfilled; the corresponding solution of the 

wave response, thus, takes the form 

 ( , ) exp( ( ))w x t W i x vt= −  (12) 

with i being the unit imaginary number,  and v, respectively, denote the wave number 

and the phase velocity along with W standing for the wave amplitude. By substituting the 

displacement solution Eq. (12) into the governing equation on the dynamics of the elastic 

nanobeam Eq. (11), based on the mixture unified gradient theory, the subsequent phase 

velocity is obtained 
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Noteworthily, the wave dispersion response of the nano-sized beam consistent with 

the unified gradient theory is recovered in the absence of the mixture parameter [40, 43].  

The size-effects of the gradient length-scale parameters on the dispersive characteristics of 

waves are graphically illustrated and thoroughly discussed here. For the sake of consistency, 

the non-dimensional form of the gyration radius , stress gradient characteristic parameter , 

strain gradient characteristic parameters , wave number  , and phase velocity v are defined 

as  
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3D variation of the non-dimensional phase velocity in terms of the stress gradient 

characteristic parameter  and the strain gradient characteristic parameters  is, respectively, 

demonstrated in Figs. 1 and 2 where the logarithmic scaling of the non-dimensional wave 

number   is utilized [58]. As the stress gradient characteristic parameter is assumed to range 

in the interval [0,1] in Fig. 1, two values of the mixture parameter  = 0,1/2 are prescribed for 

a fixed strain gradient characteristic parameter  = 1/3. Likewise in Fig. 2, the strain gradient 

characteristic parameter is ranging in the interval [0,1] while two values of the mixture 

parameter  = 0,1/2 are applied for a prescribed value of the stress gradient characteristic 

parameter  = 1/3. In all the numerical illustrations of the wave dispersion, the (logarithm of) 

non-dimensional wave number  is ranging in the interval [10−1,10+1]. The non-dimensional 

gyration radius is, moreover, prescribed as 1/ 20 = . 

As deducible from the numerical illustration in Fig. 1, a larger value of the stress 

gradient parameter involves a smaller value of the phase velocity. The phase velocity of 
dispersive waves, therefore, reveals a softening response in terms of the stress gradient 

characteristic parameter . Contrarily as demonstrated in Fig. 2, the phase velocity 
associated with waves disperse in the mixture unified gradient elastic beam increases by 

increasing the strain gradient parameter , and accordingly, a stiffening behavior in terms 

of the strain gradient characteristic parameter  is observed. The effect of the stress 
gradient theory in the mixture unified gradient elasticity is continuously reinstated with 

the classical elasticity theory as the mixture parameter  varies from 0 to 1. A stiffening 

behavior in terms of the mixture parameter  is, thus, realized as the phase velocity of 

dispersive waves increases with increasing the mixture parameter . 
The phase velocity detected within the framework of the mixture unified gradient 

elasticity is observed to remain unaffected for low wave numbers. This phenomenon is in 
complete agreement with the fact that the dispersive behavior of flexural waves is insensitive 
to the physical characteristics for large wavelengths. Accordingly, effects of the gradient 
characteristic parameters on the wave dispersion response are significantly enhanced at higher 
wave numbers. The classical dispersion relation of the phase velocity is, also, recovered as the 
gradient characteristic parameters tend to zero, or alternatively, as the mixture parameter 
approaches unity in the absence of the strain gradient characteristic parameter. 

 

Fig. 1 Wave dispersion response by the mixture unified gradient theory: v vs.  for 

 = 1/3 and  = 0,1/2 
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Fig. 2 Wave dispersion response by the mixture unified gradient theory: v vs.  for  = 1/3  

and  = 0,1/2 

4. FREE VIBRATIONS CHARACTERISTICS 

The differential condition of dynamic equilibrium governing the free vibrations of a 

mixture unified gradient elastic beam is the same as differential equation addressed in Eq. 

(11) and can be detected employing literally the same approach. Nevertheless, the 

boundary-value problem of free vibrations of elastic nanobeams is defined on bounded 

structural domains, and accordingly, the governing differential equation of dynamic 

equilibrium is subject to the classical and the extra non-standard boundary conditions as 

expressed by Eq. (7)2-3. The standard procedure of separating spatial and time variables is 

employed to analyze the free vibrations of elastic nanobeams, namely, 

 ( , ) ( )exp( )w x t x i t=  (15) 

with and , respectively, denoting the spatial mode shape and the natural frequency of free 

vibrations. Prescribing the separation of variables Eq. (15) to the differential condition of 

dynamic equilibrium Eq. (11), the governing equation on the spatial mode shape is 

detected as 
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The analytical solution of the preceding differential equation for the spatial mode 

shape can be cast in the form 
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where unknown integration constants j (j=1..6) yet required to be determined via imposing 

the classical and the extra non-standard boundary conditions along with j(j=1..6) denoting 

the roots of the characteristic equation associated with the differential equation Eq. (16). 

Imposing the classical and the extra non-standard boundary conditions to the analytical 
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solution addressed for the spatial mode shape yields a homogeneous sixth-order algebraic 

system in terms of the unknown integration constants j (j=1..6). The resulted system of 

algebraic equations should be singular to have the non-trivial solution, and as a result, the 

determinant of the coefficients of the homogeneous sixth-order algebraic system should 

vanish. The analytical solution approach yields a strongly nonlinear characteristic 

equation in terms of the fundamental frequency which requires to be numerically solved. 

The influence of the gradient characteristic parameters along with the mixture 

parameter on the fundamental frequency of mixture unified gradient elastic beams is 

demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4 for elastic nanobeams with kinematic constraints of interest 

in nano-mechanics, viz. fully-fixed and cantilever beams. The detected fundamental 

frequencies are, additionally, normalized utilizing the corresponding classical natural 

frequencies 0. The strain gradient and the stress gradient characteristic parameters are, 

respectively, ranging in the intervals [0.1,1] and [0,1], as two values of the mixture 

parameter  = 0,1/2 are implemented. The non-dimensional gyration radius of the elastic 

nanobeam is, also, set as 1/ 20 = . 

Furthermore, the non-dimensional fundamental frequency  is defined for the sake of 

consistency of the illustrations as 
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Fig. 3 Normalized fundamental frequency of mixture unified gradient elastic beams with 

fully-fixed ends 
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Fig. 4 Normalized fundamental frequency of mixture unified gradient elastic beams with 

cantilever ends 

As noticeably observed from the numerical illustrations in Figs. 3 and 4, the stress gradient 

characteristic parameter  has the effect of decreasing the fundamental frequency, viz. a larger 

 involves a smaller natural frequency for given values of the characteristic parameters ,. 

The fundamental frequency of elastic nanobeams within the framework of the mixture unified 

gradient theory, therefore, reveals a softening response in terms of the stress gradient 

characteristic parameter. On the contrary, the fundamental frequency of free vibrations of a 

mixture unified gradient elastic beam increases by increasing either the strain gradient 

characteristic parameter  or the mixture parameter . A stiffening response in terms of the 

characteristic parameters , is, thus, confirmed for a given value of . 

Table 1 Normalized fundamental frequencies of fully-fixed nanobeams: mixture unified 

gradient theory ( = 0)  

0/ 
 

  0.1 =  0.3 =  0.5 =  0.7 =  1 =  

0+ 1.19212 2.16205 3.34212 4.57294 6.45084 
0.2 0.72725 1.33248 2.06215 2.82252 3.98232 
0.4 0.42807 0.78774 1.21969 1.66966 2.35591 
0.6 0.29615 0.54564 0.84496 1.15673 1.63220 
0.8 0.22516 0.41505 0.64276 0.87994 1.24164 
1.0 0.18129 0.33426 0.51767 0.70869 1.00098 

Table 2 Normalized fundamental frequencies of fully-fixed nanobeams: mixture unified 

gradient theory ( = 1/2)  

0/ 
 

  0.1 =  0.3 =  0.5 =  0.7 =  1 =  

0+ 1.19212 2.16205 3.34212 4.57294 6.45084 
0.2 0.91885 1.44405 2.13588 2.87683 4.02099 
0.4 0.78774 1.02674 1.38602 1.79475 2.44615 
0.6 0.74694 0.87520 1.08721 1.34389 1.76976 
0.8 0.73043 0.80865 0.94587 1.12062 1.42238 
1.0 0.72233 0.77449 0.86948 0.99511 1.21983 
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As expected, the mixture unified gradient theory of elasticity reveals a stiffening 

response in terms of the number of kinematic boundary constraints. In the numerical 

illustrations of free vibrations of elastic nanobeams within the context of the mixture 

unified gradient theory, the influence of the gradient characteristic parameters is more 

noticeable in elastic nanobeams with fully-fixed ends. The fundamental frequency of the 

classical elastic beam is, also, retrieved as either the gradient characteristic parameters 

tend to zero or as the mixture parameter approaches unity in the absence of the strain 

gradient characteristic parameter. 

Numerical values of normalized fundamental frequencies of fully-fixed and cantilever 

nano-sized beams determined within the context of the mixture unified gradient theory 

are collected in Tables 1 through 4, correspondingly, for the mixture parameter  = 0 and 

 = 1/2. 

Table 3 Normalized fundamental frequencies of cantilever nanobeams: mixture unified 

gradient theory ( = 0) 

0/ 
 

  0.1 =  0.3 =  0.5 =  0.7 =  1 =  

0+ 1.01961 1.10882 1.17691 1.21442 1.24183 

0.2 0.94703 1.05644 1.14256 1.19185 1.22880 

0.4 0.79510 0.93391 1.05452 1.13066 1.19190 

0.6 0.64946 0.79839 0.94334 1.04607 1.13681 

0.8 0.53583 0.67976 0.83312 0.95355 1.06970 

1.0 0.45096 0.58396 0.73510 0.86370 1.00036 

Table 4 Normalized fundamental frequencies of cantilever nanobeams: mixture unified 

gradient theory ( = 1/2)  

0/ 
 

  0.1 =  0.3 =  0.5 =  0.7 =  1 =  

0+ 1.01961 1.10882 1.17691 1.21442 1.24183 

0.2 0.98474 1.07291 1.14878 1.19436 1.22960 

0.4 0.93391 1.00737 1.08749 1.14557 1.19711 

0.6 0.90107 0.95534 1.02689 1.08913 1.15380 

0.8 0.88244 0.92161 0.98013 1.03862 1.10865 

1.0 0.87161 0.90034 0.94687 0.99821 1.06713 

5. CLOSING REMARKS 

A stationary variational framework is conceived to study the dynamic characteristics of 

elastic nanobeams within the context of the mixture unified gradient theory of elasticity. In 

view of consistent integration of the stress gradient theory, the strain gradient model, and the 

classical elasticity theory, the peculiar size-dependent response of the elastic nano-sized 

beams is efficiently captured. The differential condition of dynamic equilibrium, the classical 

and the extra non-standard boundary conditions, and the constitutive differential model of the 

elastic nanobeams are all incorporated to the introduced functional. To close the boundary-

value problem associated with dynamics of elastic nanobeams, the appropriate mathematical 
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form of the extra non-standard boundary conditions is determined and prescribed. Various 

augmented elasticity theories of gradient type are retrieved as special cases of the introduced 

mixture unified gradient theory via appropriate assumptions on the gradient characteristic 

lengths. The classical elasticity model is demonstrated to be recovered via either vanishing the 

gradient characteristic lengths or by approaching the mixture parameter to unity in the absence 

of the strain gradient length-scale parameter. The wave dispersion response of nano-sized 

beams is rigorously examined and the analytical solution of the phase velocity of dispersive 

waves is addressed. The dispersive response of waves within the context of the mixture 

unified gradient theory is graphically demonstrated and thoroughly discussed. The free 

vibrations of nano-sized beams consistent with the mixture unified gradient theory of 

elasticity is analytically examined. Numerical vales of the fundamental frequency of mixture 

unified gradient elastic beams with kinematic constraints of interest in nano-mechanics, 

nanobeams with fully-fixed and cantilever ends, are detected, graphically illustrated, and 

comprehensively commented up on. The expected peculiar size-dependent behaviors of 

elastic nanobeams, viz. the stiffening behavior in terms of the strain gradient characteristic 

parameter and the mixture parameter along with the softening response in terms of the 

stress gradient characteristic parameter, are effectually confirmed. A meticulous analysis of 

the dynamic characteristics of nano-scaled elastic beams is performed presenting the essential 

guide for the practical assessment of dynamics of beam-type nano-components of ground-

breaking MEMS/NEMS. 
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